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these mines for the same year show payments averaging
£12 iqs. to ' William Pepercorn and his partners ', and
to six other gangs ' for making avidods \l It was
probably in the following year that Walter de Langton,
the Treasurer, reported that the yield of the Beer
mine had been doubled by the new method of draining,
as they could now work as well in the winter as in the
summer.2
The ore having been raised was broken up with
a hammer, no mechanical stamps being used apparently
before the sixteenth century,3 though there is mention
in 1302 of a machine (ingenium) for breaking c black
work ' or slag.4 It was then washed in ' buddies ' or
troughs, with the aid of coarse sieves, "women being
frequently employed for this process. The washed ore,
separated as far as possible from stone and other im-
purities, was then carried to the smelting furnace. The
commonest type of furnace was the * bole ', a rough
stone structure like a lime-kiln, with an opening at the
top, serving as a chimney, and also for charging the
furnace, and one or more vents at the base for the blast.
These boles were usually built in exposed and draughty
positions, and could only be used when the wind was
favourable. At an early date they were supplemented
by ' slag-hearths ' or furnaces (fornelli] possessing an
artificial blast and closely resembling blacksmiths'
1	Exch. K. R. Accts, 260, no. 16.
2	Anct. Corresp., xlviii. 81.
3	In an account of Irish mines in Wexford in 1557 it is stated that
the two labourers employed in breaking the ore and the two women
washing it may be dispensed with when the stamping mill is installed,
which will do more in one day than they in ten.    Cal. S. P. Carew,
i. 268.	4 Exch. K. R. Accts., 260, no. 22.

